
From the Pastor’s Office 
Second Sunday of Advent 

About two weeks ago we had a serious staff meeting to talk about moving forward with Covid. 
Just like everyone else we have tried to proceed with caution. This is no time for us to be in a 
hurry. Some beloved parishioners have spent the last couple of years barking at us demanding 
that we open up fully and let them have their parties in the Hall. I spoke with a pastor last year 
who confessed to me that his parish opened up because pressure was brought to bear on him. I 
can testify to the same thing at St. Catherine’s. We committed ourselves to abide by the 
recommendations of the Bishop. Many people took the time to say they appreciate our efforts 
and they also said they felt safe at worship here. Now it is time to shift gear. Starting this Advent, 
we are going to open up completely. Whatever group wants to have their party in the Hall, they 
are  
welcome. Bring your coffee and cake to your meetings. At the time of writing this, I am aware 
that Covid is spreading again across Europe. South Korea is adopting a novel plan. They are going to try and carry on with a normal life 
notwithstanding Covid. I think it is time we did the same thing. The responsibility to be safe is left in the hands of all our parishioners. 
We all know about wearing masks. We know about social distancing. We know what to do. So, I am saying, have at it. Get on with your 
normal life in the parish. Don’t be stupid. Be vigilant. Enjoy your coffee and cake and let’s go. Having said all of that, you have to show 
up as well. It is pointless us having gatherings if you don’t show up. The nature of Parish and Community is that we all show up. At this 
point we are no longer contented having a virtual relationship with people in the parish. For me to have a relationship with you, we 
have to be in the same room. So, let’s get up from our paranoia and begin to interact again. Your paranoia is very selective. You have no 
problem going on vacation and eating in restaurants, but you tell me you still feel unsafe in Church. You know I am not buying that.  
Coming into Christmas there will be plenty going on in the parish. I hope I see you there. That would be nice. 
 

With love, 
Fr. Pat 
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